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Abstract
Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g ¿ 3 and R ∈ Pick(X ) with h0(X; R) = 2
and R spanned. There are k − 1 integers ei, 1 6 i 6 k − 1, with e1 ¿ · · · ¿ ek−1 ¿ 0 and
e1 + · · · + ek−1 = g − k + 1 associated to R (the so-called scrollar invariants of R). Here we
prove that for all integers k ¿ 3 and e¿ 0 there is an integer g(k; e) such that for all integers
g ¿ g(k; e) and all integers ei, 16 i 6 k − 1, with e1 ¿ · · ·¿ ek−1 ¿ 0, e1 6 ek−1 + e and
e1 + : : :+ ek−1 = g− k + 1 there exist a smooth curve X of genus g and R ∈ Pick(X ) such that
e1; : : : ; ek−1 are the scrollar invariants of R. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary: 14H45; secondary: 14H51
1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus g and R ∈ Pick(X ) with h0(X; R) = 2
and R spanned. Using the pencil R one can produce k − 1 integers ei, 16 i 6 k − 1,
with e1 ¿ : : : ¿ ek−1 ¿ 0 and e1 + · · · + ek−1 = g − k + 1. These invariants are
called the scrollar invariants of R; see [4], 2.4 and 2.5, or Remark 1 here for their
interpretation and their computation. Among these invariants, the most important ones
are e1 and ek−1. The integer e = e1 − 1 is the maximal integer with h1(X; R⊗e) = 0.
The integer m = ek−1 + 2 is characterized by the property h0(X; R⊗(m−1)) = m and
h0(X; R⊗m)¿ m+2. In characteristic zero the existence of pairs (X; R) with given k; m
and certain generic scrollar invariants was proved by Coppens ([2]).
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In this paper we work over an arbitrary algebraically closed Deld K and prove the
following result.
Main Theorem. Fix integers k, e with k ¿ 3 and e¿ 0. Then there exists an integer
g(k; e) such that for all integers g ¿ g(k; e) and all integers e1; : : : ; ek−1 with e1 ¿
· · ·¿ ek−1 ¿ 0; e1 6 ek−1 + e and e1 + · · ·+ ek−1 = g− k + 1 there exist a smooth
genus g curve X and R ∈ Pick(X ) such that h0(X; R) = 2, R is spanned and R has
scrollar invariants e1; : : : ; ek−1.
In the statement of the Main Theorem we may take g(k; e) = (k − 1)(4ke + 1) (see
Remark 3).
If char(K) = 2 and the morphism associated to H 0(X; R⊗m) is birational, then ei 6
ei+1 + m for every integer i 6 k − 2 ([3], Theorem 1). If the morphism associated
to H 0(X; R⊗m) is not birational, then there exist a smooth curve C of genus q¿ 0, a
degree d covering f : X → C with d ¿ 2 and L ∈ Pick=d(C) with h0(C; L) = 2, L
spanned and R ∼= f∗(L). At the end of the paper we will give an example showing
that if the morphism associated to H 0(X; R⊗m) is not birational, then the inequalities
ei 6 ei+1 + m, 1 6 i 6 k − 2, almost never can be simultaneously satisDed (see
Example 1).
The author wants to thank the referee and the editor for several stimulating remarks.
2. The proof
In this section we prove the Main Theorem and give the promised example of scrollar
invariants e1; : : : ; ek−1 with ei ¿ ei+1 +m for some integer i 6 k−2. Set M =P1×P1
and let O be the structural sheaf of M .
Remark 1. Let X be a smooth curve of genus g and L ∈ Pick(X ), k 6 g − 1, with
L spanned and h0(X; L) = 2. Let e1 ¿ · · · ¿ ek−1 be the scrollar invariants of L. For
i 6 k − 2 set fi = ei − ei+1. By [4], 2.4 and 2.5, we have 1 + ei = card({x ∈ N:
h1(X; L⊗x)− h1(X; L⊗(x+1))¿ i}) and hence if i 6 k − 2 we have fi = card({x ∈ N:
h1(X; L⊗x) = i}). Since ∑k−2i=1 ifi − g + k − 1 ≡ 0mod (k − 2), it is clear that (if the
genus g is given) the non-negative integers fi, 16 i 6 k − 2, uniquely determine all
the scrollar invariants of L, but the non-negative integers fi are not quite arbitrary: the
only restrictions are
∑k−2
i=1 ifi−g+k−16 0 and
∑k−2
i=1 ifi−g+k−1 ≡ 0mod (k−2).
Since e1− ek−1 =
∑k−2
i=1 fi and fi ¿ 0 for every i, if e1− ek−1 6 e, then 06 fi 6 e
for every i. Viceversa, if fi 6 h for every i, then e1 − ek−1 6 (k − 1)h.
Remark 2. Fix a Dnite set S ⊂ M and integers k, a with k ¿ 3 and a ¿ 3. Assume
the existence of an integral nodal curve Y ⊂ M with S = Sing(Y ) and Y of type
(k; a). Let  : X → Y be the normalization map. Since the canonical line bundle
of M has type (−2;−2), we have !Y ∼= O(k − 2; a − 2) (adjunction formula). Since
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h0(M;O(−2;−2))=h1(M;O(−2;−2))=0, the restriction map H 0(M;O(k−2; a−2))→
H 0(Y; !Y ) is bijective. Since IS induces the conductor of OY in OX and pa(X ) =
pa(Y )− card(S), we obtain H 1(M;IS(k − 2; a− 2))= 0 and that the canonical system
of X is induced by H 0(M;IS(k − 2; a− 2)). Set xj:=h1(M;IS(k − 2; a− 2− j)). We
just checked that x0 = 0. Since h0(M;IS(k − 2;−1)) = 0, we have xa−1 = card(S).
Since h0(M;O(k − 2; i+ 1)) = h0(M;O(k − 2; i)) + k − 1 and O(k − 2; i) is spanned for
i ¿ 0, we obtain xj 6 xj+1 6 xj + k − 1 for every j 6 a − 2. Fix the equations of
two disjoint lines of type (0; 1) not intersecting S. The Koszul complex associated to
these two equations gives the following exact sequence:
0→IS(k−2; a− i−2)→IS(k−2; a− i−1)⊕2→IS(k−2; a− i)→ 0:
(2.1)
From (2.1) we obtain the concavity type relation xi + xi+2 ¿ 2xi+1, i.e. xi+1 − xi 6
xi+2 − xi+1.
The following result is a variation on the theme played in [1], Remark 1 and Propo-
sition 2, and shows that the discussion given in Remark 2 is sharp.
Lemma 1. Fix integers a; k; s; y1; : : : ; ys with k ¿ 4; 0¡s 6 k − 1; y1 ¿ · · · ¿
ys ¿ 0, and a¿ 2sy1 + 2. Then there exists S ⊂ M with t:=card(S) =
∑s
i=1 yi and
h1(M;IS(k − 2; j)) =
∑s
i=1 max{0; yi − j − 1} and an irreducible nodal curve Y ⊂ M
of type (k; a) with S = Sing(Y ).
Proof. Fix general lines L1; : : : ; Ls of type (1; 0) on M and general sets Si ⊂ Li
with card(Si) = yi. Set S:=
⋃s
i=1 Si and T :=
⋃s
i=1 Li. Notice that h
1(M;IS(k − 2; j)) =∑s
i=1 max{0; yi−j−1}; here we use s6 k−1 and apply s−1 times Horace’s method
(see below the proof of the First Claim) with respect to the lines L1; : : : ; Ls−1 to obtain
h1(M;IS(k − 2; j)) 6
∑s
i=1 max{0; yi − j − 1}; the inequality h1(M;IS(k − 2; j)) ¿∑s
i=1 max{0; yi − j − 1} follows trivially from the postulation of each set Si ⊂ Li as
subset of Li ∼= P1. Now we use that the integer a is quite large. Let A be the Drst
inDnitesimal neighborhood of S in M . Set c:=sy1 − 1. We divide the proof into three
claims. The lemma follows at once from the case x= k and z= a of the Third Claim.
First Claim. For all integers x; y with x ¿ 2 and y ¿ 2c the restriction map
H 0(M;O(x; y)) → H 0(A;OA(x; y)) ∼= H 0(A;OA) is surjective, i.e. we have
h1(M;IA(x; y))=0. Furthermore, for all integers u¿ 1 and all integers t ¿ c we have
h1(M;IS(u; t))=0 and there is a smooth irreducible curve of type (1; c) containing S.
Proof of the First Claim. We divide the proof into two parts.
(a) Here we prove the last sentence which is much easier. For the proof of the
vanishing of h1(M;IS(u; t)), use that h0(M;O(u; t)) − h0(M;O(u; t)) = t + 1 ¿ c +
1¿ card(S); alternatively, see part (b). The last assertion follows from the fact that
no two points of S are on the same line of type (0; 1), card(S ∩ Li) 6 c for every i,
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the fact that S is general with the only restriction that card(S ∩ Li) is Dxed for every
i 6 s and the existence of a smooth curve of type (1; c) intersecting transversally
each line Li; count the dimension of the set of all reducible curves of type (1; c)
containing S; use that S depends on card(S) parameters and that a general such S
imposes card(S) independent conditions on forms of type (1; c). Here is another proof
of the last assertion; since no two points of S are on the same line of type (0; 1), the
linear system associated to H 0(M;IS(1; c)) has no line of type (0; 1) in the base locus;
now use that every divisor of type (1; c) with no line of type (0; 1) as a component is
smooth and irreducible.
(b) Now we prove the Drst part of the First Claim. It is suJcient to prove the case
x = 2 and y = 2c. For every P ∈ S and every smooth curve G ⊂ M of type (1; c)
with P ∈ G the connected component of the scheme A∩G supported by P is a degree
two positive Cartier divisor on G. The reducible curve T is transversal to a general
smooth curve G of type (1; c). Fix any such G. By the last part of the First Claim
we may assume S ⊂ G. The scheme A ∩ G is an eKective Cartier divisor of degree
2(card(S)) on G. Since G ∼= P1 and deg(OG(2; 2c)) = 4c ¿ 2(card(S)) − 1, we have
h1(G;IG(2; 2c))=0. The residual scheme of A with respect to the Cartier divisor G of
M is S with its reduced structure. Since G has type (1; c) and h1(G;IG(2; 2c))=0, to
show that h1(M;IA(2; 2c)) = 0 (i.e. to prove the First Claim) it is suJcient to prove
h1(M;IS(1; c))=0. Now we may forget the role of G and continue with the same trick.
Since card(S) 6 c − 1, to prove the First Claim we may assume that S is contained
in another smooth curve C of type (1; c). Notice that C ∼= P1; deg(OC(1; c)) = 2c
and that S is an eKective Cartier divisor of degree card(S) 6 (k − 1)y1 on C. Since
2c¿ (k−1)y1−1, we have h1(C;IS;C(1; c))=0. Since h1(M;O)=h1(C;IS;C(1; c))=0
and S ⊂ C, we obtain the First Claim again by Horace’s method.
Second Claim. Fix P ∈ M \ T , Q ∈ T \ S and Q′ ∈ S. Let Z (resp. W ) be the Drst
inDnitesimal neighborhood of P (resp. Q) and E the second inDnitesimal neighborhood
of Q′. Then for all integers x, z, y with x ¿ 2, z ¿ 3 and y ¿ 2c + 4 we have
h1(M;IA∪Z(x; y)) = h1(M;IA∪W (z; y)) = h1(M;IA∪E(z; y)) = h1(M;IA∪E(2; y)) = 0.
Proof of the Second Claim. Just mimick the proof of the First Claim using instead of c
the integer c′:=c+1 to handle the additional zero-dimensional scheme appearing in the
Second Claim. We give another easier proof for the last vanishing, which a priori is the
hardest one. Call N the line of type (0; 1) containing Q′. We have length(N∩E)=3 and
the residual scheme of E with respect to N is the Drst inDnitesimal neighborhood, o,
of Q′. Hence by Horace’s Lemma we have h1(M;IA∪E(2; y))=h1(M;IA∪o(2; y−1)).
The proof that h1(M;IA∪o(2; y − 1)) = 0 is very similar to the one made in the First
Claim but easier because y − 1¿ 2c + 3.
Third Claim. For all integers x, z with x ¿ 2 and z ¿ 2c + 4 there exists a nodal
curve Y ⊂ M of type (x; z) with S = Sing(Y ) and the general nodal curve Y ⊂ M of
type (x; z) with S = Sing(Y ) is irreducible.
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Proof of the Third Claim. We divide the proof into three parts.
(i) Set W (u; t):=P(H 0(M;IS(u; t))) and Z(u; t):=P(H 0(M;IA(u; t))). Since card(S)
6 c+1 and no two points of S are contained in the same line of type (0; 1), it is easy
to check that S is the base locus of W (1; c); in the hardest case card(S) = c + 1 one
has to use c−1 lines of type (0; 1), each of them through one of the points of S, and a
smooth conic of type (1; 1) through the two remaining points of S. Thus S is the base
locus of W (v; u) for all integers v¿ 1 and u¿ c. Furthermore, using that S is general
with the given restrictions on card(S ∩Li) and that P(H 0(M;O(v; u))) contains smooth
curves, we see that for every u¿ c and v¿ 1 a general C ∈ W (v; u) is smooth. Since
S is Dnite, dim(M) = 2 and dim(T ) = 1, to check that a general Y ∈ Z(u; t) is nodal
at each point of S and S= Sing(Y ) it is suJcient to check that a general Y ∈ Z(u; t)
is nodal at each point of S and that for every P ∈ (M \ T ) (resp. Q ∈ (T \ S)) the
set of all Y ∈ Z(u; t) with P ∈ Sing(Y ) has codimension at least 3 (resp. at least 2)
in Z(u; t).
(ii) Here we will prove the Third Claim in the case x = 2 and z = 2c + 4; in
characteristic 0 we would get in the same way the case x = 2 and z = 2c + 2. Since
dim(W (1; c + 1)) ¿ 1, there are smooth irreducible curves C, D ∈ W (1; c + 1) with
S ⊂ C ∩ D and C = D. Fix P ∈ (M \ S), P′ ∈ S and a zero-dimensional subscheme
v of M with length(v) = 2, vred = {P′} and v not contained in the line of type (0; 1)
through P′. Let w be the zero-dimensional subscheme of M with length(w)=2, wred=
{P′} and w contained in the line of type (0; 1) through P′. Let R be a line of type
(0; 1) through P. Notice that the residual scheme of S ∪ {P} with respect to R is
S \ (S∩R). Since h1(M;IS(1; c))=0 , card(S∩R)6 1 and length(R∩ (S∪{P}))6 2,
using Horace’s Lemma we easily obtain h1(M;IS∪{P}(1; c+1))= 0. In the same way
using instead of R the line of type (0; 1) through P′ we obtain h1(M;IS\{P′}∪v(1; c+
1)) = h1(M;IS\{P′}∪w(1; c + 1)) = 0. Hence the linear system W (1; c + 1) has S as
scheme-theoretic base locus. In characteristic zero we easily obtain using Bertini’s
theorem that for general C, D ∈ W (1; c+1) the curves C, D are smooth and transverse,
i.e. C ∪ D is nodal. In arbitrary characteristic to get the same result for W (1; c + 2)
we use the following version of Bertini’s theorem. The linear system W (1; c + 2)
separates points and tangent vectors of M \ S and for every P′ ∈ S the restriction
map H 0(M;O(1; c + 2)) → OS′∪Z(1; c + 2) ∼= OS′∪Z is surjective, where Z is the Drst
inDnitesimal neighborhood of P′ in M . Hence we may use the existence of nodal
curves C ∪ D ∈ W (2; 2c + 4) with C and D smooth and transverse, C ∈ W (1; c + 2)
and D ∈ W (1; c+2). Thus a general element, Y , of Z(2; 2c+4) is nodal and either it
is irreducible or it has two irreducible components, both of type (1; c+2) and smooth,
say Y =C ∪D. Since S ⊆ Sing(Y ) and C and D are smooth, we have S ⊆ C ∩D, i.e.
C, D ∈ W (1; c + 2). Since 3(2c + 5) − 3(card(S))¿ 5c + 13 − 2(card(S)), we have
dim(Z(2; 2c+ 4))¿ 2(dim(W (1; c+ 2)) by the First Claim. Thus the general element
of Z(2; 2c + 4) is not of the form C ∪ D with C, D ∈ W (1; c + 2). Hence a general
Y ∈ Z(2; 2c + 4) is irreducible and it has ordinary nodes at every point of S. By the
Second Claim and the discussion in part (i) a general Y ∈ Z(2; 2c + 4) is smooth
outside S.
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(iii) Now assume x+ z¿ 2c+6. Let E be a general element of Z(2; 2c+4) and U
a general curve of type (x − 2; z − 2c − 4). Since E ∪ U is nodal, we obtain the Drst
assertion of the Third Claim. Using 3(2c+5)−3(card(S))+(x−1)(z−2c−3)¡ (x+
1)(z+1)−3(card(S)) and using again the First Claim, we see that a general Y ∈ Z(x; z)
is not of the form E∪U with E ∈ Z(2; 2c+4) and U of type (x−2; z−2c−4). Thus a
general Y ∈ Z(x; z) is irreducible. By the Second Claim a general Y ∈ Z(x; z) is smooth
outside S, concluding the proof of the Third Claim and hence of the lemma.
In this paper we will not use the following generalization of Lemma 1. We put it
here because it seems to be useful for the explicit construction of Dnite subsets of M
with prescribed Hilbert function and the construction of curves with a degree k pencil
with other properties or with two pencils, one of degree k and one of degree a (see
Remark 4).
Lemma 2. Fix integers a, k, z, s, y1; : : : ; ys with k ¿ 4, z ¿ 0, 0¡s6 k−1, y1 ¿
: : :¿ ys ¿ 0 and a¿ 2sy1+3z. Fix s general lines L1; : : : ; Ls of type (1; 0) on M and
general sets Si ⊂ Li with card(Si)=yi. Set S:=
⋃s
i=1 Si and let A ⊂ M be a general set
with card(A)=z. For every integer j we have h1(M;IS(k−2; j))=
∑s
i=1 max{0; yi−j−
1} and h1(M;IS∪A(k−2; j))=
∑s
i=1 max{0; yi−j−1}+max{0; h0(M;IS(k−2; j))−z}.
Furthermore, there exists an irreducible nodal curve Y ⊂ M of type (k; a) with
S ∪ A= Sing(Y ).
Proof. The case z=0 was proved in Lemma 1. Since A is general, for all non-negative
integers x, y we have h0(M;IS∪A(x; y))=max{0; h0(M;IS(x; y))−z}. Hence we obtain
the values of the cohomology groups. The last assertion may be proven as in the case
z = 0 made in Lemma 1.
Proof of the Main Theorem. We divide the proof into two parts.
(i) Fix integers a, k, s, y1; : : : ; ys with k ¿ 4, 0¡s6 k−1, y1 ¿ : : :¿ ys ¿ 0 and
a¿ 0. Set yi=0 if s¡ i6 k−1. Fix s general lines L1; : : : ; Ls of type (1; 0) on M and
general sets Si ⊂ Li with card(Si)=yi. Set S:=
⋃s
i=1 Si and assume the existence of an
integral nodal curve C of type (k; a) on M with Sing(C)=S. Let X be the normalization
of C and e1; : : : ; ek−1 the scrollar invariants of the pencil on X induced by the lines of
type (0; 1) on M . By the adjunction formula we have pa(X )= ka− k−a+1−
∑s
i=1 yi
and we may identify H 0(X;!X ) with H 0(M;IS(k − 2; a − 2)). By Remarks 1 and
2 and part (b) of the proof of the First Claim in the proof of Lemma 1 we have
ei = (ak − a− 2k + 2)=(k − 1)− yk−1−i = a− 2− yk−1−i. Hence fj = yk−1−j − yk−j,
16 j 6 k − 1.
(ii) Fix integers E1; : : : ; Ek−2 with e ¿ E1 ¿ : : : ¿ Ek−2 ¿ 0 and set Ek−1 = 0.
Since the scrollar invariants of a degree k pencil on a curve of genus g satisfy the
relation e1 + : : :+ ek−1 = g− k +1, we see that the Main Theorem is equivalent to the
existence of an integer t(k; e) such that for every integer t ¿ t(k; e) there is a smooth
curve X and a degree k pencil on X with E1+ t; : : : ; Ek−1+ t as scrollar invariants. Set
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t(k; e)=4ke and Dx an integer t ¿ t(k; e). Set a=E1+t+2 and make the construction of
part (i) with respect to the integers yi:=E1−Ek−1−i. We may apply Lemma 1 because
a¿ t ¿ 4ky1. By part (i) we have ei = a− 2− yk−1−i = E1 + t − E1 + Ei = Ei + t, as
wanted.
Remark 3. The proof of the Main Theorem gives an eKective bound for the integer
g(k; e), say g(k; e) = (k − 1)(4ke + 1). To obtain a better bound it is suJcient to use
a less stupid bound in the statements of Lemmas 1 and 2. However, we were unable
to obtain in this way a linear bound in k + e. We believe that this should be true, say
g(k; e)6 10(k + e), but we do not know how to prove it.
Remark 4. We separated the Second Claim from the Third Claim in the proof of
Lemma 1 to show to the interested reader how to obtain results similar to the Main
theorem for integral projective curves with a certain number of prescribed planar sin-
gularities. We Dx a zero-dimensional subscheme W of M such that a curve of type
(k; a) on M containing W has at least the singularities we want and the general one has
exactly the singularities we want. Then we take a zero-dimensional subscheme F of M
with W ⊆ F ; for instance if we need t planar points of multiplicities at most m, we Dx a
Dnite set B ⊂ M with card(B)= t and take as F the inDnitesimal neighborhood of order
m+1 of B in M ; for most singularities like cusps and tacnodes we may take as W the
subscheme of F given by the vanishing of certain monomials in the local coordinates
around each point of B. Then the Second Claim must be modiDed to the following
Claim: h1(M;IA∪F(x; y)) = 0 if x ¿ 2+ length(F) and y ¿ 2c+2+ length(F). Then
we continue with the Third Claim without any modiDcation.
Remark 5. By construction our example X proving the Main Theorem arises as the
normalization of a nodal curve C of type (k; a) on M . Thus we obtained examples of
smooth curves, X , with two pencils, say R ∈ Pick(X ) and N ∈ Pica(X ) in which we
prescribed the scrollar invariants of R. For general sets S and A as in the statement
of Lemma 1 the scrollar invariants ei(N ), 1 6 i 6 a − 1, of N are as balanced
as possible with the restriction e1(N ) + · · · + ea−1(N ) = g − a + 1, i.e. e1(N ) 6
ea−1(N ) + 1.
Example 1. Let f : X → C be a degree d covering with d ¿ 2, X a smooth curve
of genus g and C a smooth curve of genus q¿ 0. By the Riemann–Hurwitz formula
we have 2g − 2 = d(2q − 2) + r, where r is the degree of the ramiDcation divisor
of f. Fix L ∈ Picx(C), x ¿ 2, with h0(C; L) = h0(X; f∗(L)) = 2 and L spanned.
Since h1(X; L⊗t) = 0 if tx¿ 2q − 2, we have e1(L) − 1 6 [(2q − 2)=x] and hence
ex−1(L) + 2 6 y:=[(2q − 2)=x] + 1. Thus h0(X; R⊗y) ¿ h0(C; L⊗y) ¿ y + 2. Hence
m(R):=ek−1(R) + 2 6 y. Since e1 + : : : + ek−1 = g − k + 1, if d, q and k are Dxed
while r and hence g grows to inDnity, the inequalities ei 6 ei+1 + m, 16 i 6 k − 2,
cannot be simultaneously satisDed.
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